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In the paper by Korcb~~~j.kov and R~~~anov [ 1 1 in order to find exfsct 

solutions with disconlfnuities, the particular solution of one-dimensional 
gas dynamics found by Sedov [ 2 3 WRS used. 

Taking into account that the shock wave propagates into the gas at 
rest with initial variable density p = pi(r) and constant pressure pi, 

the authors showed that the special difficulty of the given p~~bl~rn con- 

sists in finding solutions of the following differential equation of the 
first order of the Riccati type: 

The notation is as in reference f 1 f a In articles [ I,3 1 special cases 
of equation fl) were examined when x = 0, B = 0, y = 1, 

Pn the present not*, 8 gentwal. solution af the problem ia given for 
arbitrary K and y. Using the particular solution y = - fy .+. l>r’zp, W? 
can obtain the general solutions of equation (1) in the form 

where C is a constant of integration. 
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FolIowing the method presented in 
it is easy bo obtain all the re~st~~nsh~~s of interest to 
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The arbitrary function P(x) will then be as follows: 

P (x) = 2(s+2) I PI 

Ijv (y - 1) I I* (x)"Y [ 

1 _ YP"y(~)lcl - Jl(X)l~ _ c 

,)( + p (x)“ (Y-1) )‘I2 J i 
where CL(X) is found from the relation 

2'~!(?+S)IL'12"(Y--I) ,c, _. J1 @), ___ &‘I = 0 

The integral J1(p) can be expressed in terms of elementary functions 

in only two cases (in addition to the one examined in [ 1 1 

., - no + 2 

i -n,,f 
or -! 2% + 3 = 

2/z,, + 1 
(no = 0, 1, 2. . ..) 

The solution constructed here can also be obtained by another method 

[4 1. 
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